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Introduction 

The Forgotten History of MetaSynth and ArtMatic series is 
working to restore the complete story of these creative software 
applications, and the work of composers and artists whose lives 
have been intertwined with them.


MetaSynthia was started in 2000 by Glen Bledsoe to showcase 
users' music and art, but after decades of changes in 
technology, they had been largely forgotten. Helge Krabye 
(Homeless Balloon) initiated a restoration project to change this. 
To date, six historical MetaSynthia albums have been recovered 
and will undergo remastering in 2022.  Additional new albums 
are also being prepared to bring the MetaSynthia concept to the 
current era. Follow the progress at: 
https://metasynthia.bandcamp.com


Along with audio recordings, the first sets of MetaSynthia CDs 
contained music videos and other files. Helge set up an old 
computer with old software programs to recover these and then 
present them in a contemporary way in this Booklet and also in a 
special YouTube Video: https://youtu.be/RSfk_1Efsa8


Special thanks to Glen Bledsoe and Paul Fletcher for your 
invaluable support in recovering the archive files, and to all of 
the artists and composers who continue to contribute to the 
user communities.


- Kevin DuArte                                        Seattle, December 2021 
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About this Booklet 

The first "MetaSynthia" (2000) was a physical release with two 
CD-Rs. The first was titled "MetaSynthia 1 Disk A: Audio & 
Graphics" and had animations, graphics, text, audio and music 
that could be played using the special SuperCard App "Notes". 
The other CD-R was formatted as a standard Audio CD and was 
titled "MetaSynthia 1: Audio". The music content of these two 
CDs has been remastered and released on Bandcamp as digital 
albums titled "MetaSynthia 1" and "MetaSynthia 2" in the 
autumn of 2021, on the label Asylum Arts.


The purpose of this pdf Booklet is to present the content of the 
first MetaSynthia release, both the Multimedia Disk and the 
Audio CD.


The Booklet contains all the screens of the SuperCard App. In 
order to see and hear what the user experienced when the 
Multimedia disk was loaded on a Mac, I have created a video on 
YouTube where I walk through all the screens, graphics and 
animations in the app. The video has chapter markers (in the 
description field) that can be clicked to jump to each artist and 
his/her work in the App.


I am grateful to Kalib DuArte for his never-ending enthusiasm, 
patience and creative input on this project!


A special thanks to Eric Wenger for creating MetaSynth, the 
unique audio and compositional tool that we have enjoyed 
making music, sounds and interesting noise with since 1997!


We hope you will enjoy the experimental music and art as well 
as the artist's biographies!


- Helge Krabye                                              Oslo, December 2021                                               

https://metasynthia.bandcamp.com
https://youtu.be/RSfk_1Efsa8


MetaSynth Music
MetaSynthia is a Compilation Series featuring international 
recording artists who love to use the MetaSynth Creative 
ToolboX software by U&I Software.


MetaSynth was created in 1997 by the French software 
developer, music artist and graphics designer Eric Wenger. 
Before that, he had developed Bryce 3D (1994) which made it 
easy for the user to intuitively create rendered, virtual 
landscapes.


Eric Wenger continued to develop his ideas of combining 
sound, images and animation when he developed his toolbox 
of software further and created MetaTrack, Videodelic, Xx, 
ArtMatic and ArtMatic Voyager.


MetaSynth has since its release in 1997 been considered a 
unique sound design and music creation tool. MetaSynth is a 
standalone application for macOS that lets the user paint with 
brushes and other graphic tools on the screen and/or import 
images to create sounds never heard before. It can make 
beats, melodies, pads and full 24 track productions as well as 
single sound samples that can be exported and used by other 
software like DAW's and Video Editing Suites.


MetaSynth has been used by several influential music 
producers and sound designers including Junkie XL, Aphex 
Twin, Biosphere, BT, Ian Boddy and Eric Persing 
(Spectrasonics). MetaSynth was recently (2021) used in the 
movies Dune, No Time to Die, and it has been used in the 
Matrix movies including the latest Matrix Resurrections 
(released in 2021).


U&I Software's applications have been transferred to the 
current macOS Big Sur and Monterey (MacOS 11 and 12), and 
they are compatible with Apple's M1 processor. The music on 
the first six releases in the MetaSynthia Compilation Series, 
however, was created with early versions of MetaSynth, and 
the tutorials on the multimedia disk display screen images that 
later have been changed and improved as new updates and 
upgrades of MetaSynth have been released.
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MetaSynth

Above is an image of MetaSynth 2.5 and how it looked like in 2000 

You are welcome to visit our MetaSynth Community on Facebook: 
http://www.facebook.com/groups/MetaSynth

Eric Wenger

http://www.apple.com/no
http://www.facebook.com/groups/MetaSynth
http://www.facebook.com/groups/811425722311574
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The MetaSynthia Artists

MetaSynthia 1

MetaSynthia 1 Disk A

Multimedia


MetaSynthia 3

MetaSynthia 2 Disk A

CD Audio

MetaSynthia 5

Audio

MetaSynthia 3

MetaSynthia 6

Audio

MetaSynthia 4

MetaSynthia 7

24-bit Audio

MetaSynthia Songs

24-bit Audio

MetaSynthia 2

MetaSynthia 1 Disk B

CD Audio

MetaSynthia 4

MetaSynthia 2 Disk B

Multimedia

Current album title

Original album title




Digital Album "MetaSynthia 1" (re-released October 2021) 
Original music from the video tracks on the Multimedia Disk 
"MetaSynthia 1 Disk A: Audio & Graphics" (2000) 

1. Here I Am (Eric Wenger) 7:40

2. Ghost (Raphael Elig) 3:46

3. Big Bug (Raphael Elig)3:21

4. Lakas (RJ Valeo) 5:13

5. Ducskyp (Laird Sheldahl) 9:03

6. First Try/Beast/Sky Is Up/Tropical Redux/LA Groove/   DRNZ4U 

(Mike Steelman) 8:19

7. The Get-Go (Glen Bledsoe) 2:42

8. GoldenSpy (Glen Bledsoe) 4:16

9. Live Once, Love Twice (Glen Bledsoe) 3:04

10. Good Money After Bad (Glen Bledsoe) 3:44

11. Get With It! (Glen Bledsoe) 2:22

MetaSynth Music
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MetaSynthia 1

This is how the original release of 
"MetaSynthia 1 Disk A/Audio & 
Graphics" looked like. 

Graphics/Animations by Andy 
Leffler & Jerry Baker


Software by Kenneth Newby


Notes by Glen Bledsoe.


"Dedicated to Eric Wenger Who 
Started It All."

"MetaSynthia 1 Disk A" was a CD-R multimedia disk with text, 
animations, music and images embedded into a SuperCard App. 
Because the original media files no longer exist, we loaded the CD-R 
on an old PowerMac G4 with MacOS 9.2 and captured the video by 
recording the monitor with a Panasonic GH5 with a Leica DG Vario-
Elmart H-ES 12060  2,8-4.0/12-60 Zoom Lens and edited in 
FinalCutPro 10.6. The G4's analog audio outputs were recorded in 
24 bit resolution on a Zoom 4nHPro, and the audio files were 
remastered and exported as Wav audio files 

The album can be listened to and downloaded as 24 bit 
audio files at Asylum Art's Bandcamp Page: 
https://metasynthia.bandcamp.com/album/metasynthia-1-2 

To watch the video's and graphics in the "Notes" App, see 
U&I Software's YouTube Channel: 
https://youtube.com/c/uisoftware

Album cover created with ArtMatic by Hugh Father © 2021
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   MetaSynthia Notes

MetaSynthia Notes is a SuperCard standalone application. SuperCard allows me to add features like 
the ability to play audio selections from each contributor’s bio-page, show QuickTime animations, use 
floating windows, install programs like Kenneth Newby’s “ScaleComposer 1.0” directly from Notes, 
and other fun effects. I could have used Adobe Acrobat, I suppose. Although it’s cross-platform, it 
doesn’t have the flexibility of SuperCard. I wanted Notes to be as creative as the music and images it 
supports.


System Requirements: 

Since we’re all using one or more UISoftware programs, I’ve made some, I believe, safe assumptions. 
First, you’ve got access to a Mac or you wouldn’t be reading this. I know that cuts out the PC-only 
crowd, but they can’t be counted among the UI-Faithful anyway—though they’re always welcome to 
listen. I’ve assumed everybody has a reasonably recent version of the MacOS. To use the install 
features in Notes you have to have System 7.5 or later and all the AppleScript pieces in working order. 
You’ll need QuickTime 4 or later. I’m also guessing that everybody has a fair amount of hard disk 
space available. About twelve megabytes should be plenty and about 15 megs of RAM. I’m assuming 
everyone has a CD-ROM drive at least 4x speed.


I set my screen resolution at 1024 x 768. You can have yours set to as low as 640 x 480 and still get 
by, although some of the big graphics windows will be cut off. If that gets to be a problem, I can create 
a scrolling window or some such workaround for future issues. Let me know. If the QuickTime movies 
don’t play well for you from within the Notes, then you can always option-drag them to your desktop 
and play them from there. Look for them in the “media ƒ” folder.


To install: 

Double-click the “Installer” AppleScript app located on the CD. If for some reason that doesn’t work, 
option-drag “Notes 1_Disk A” to your hard disk. That’s a necessary step since the CD won’t spin both 
for the audio and the Notes application at the same time. Playing the QuickTime media while listening 
to the audio selections will likely cause uneven performance for the same reason.


You don’t need to keep the Notes application on your hard drive. You can trash it when you’re done 
and reinstall later whenever you like from the CD. You need to keep the CD in the drive if you to want 
to listen to the music from the Notes (obviously). All the QuickTime animations are stored on the CD as 
well, so keep it in the slot when you need it. The audio portions can be played on any audio-CD player.


Possible Conflicts:

• Extension “Toast CD Reader 3.5.7” with MacOS 9 (and perhaps others) appears to conflict with 
SuperCard’s ability to read the CD drive. Workaround: use the Extensions Manager or Conflict Catcher 
to turn off Toast CD Reader unless you’re using it.

• Although unrelated to this collection, Sound Manager 3.5.1, 3.6 apparently conflicts at times with 
MetaSynth 2.6. If you’re having problems with the gestural controls on the Effects palette in 
MetaSynth, the Sound Manager is your number one suspect.


It’s been my privilege to work with these talented guys. You’re in for a treat.

Salút,

Glen L. Bledsoe

sublimeart@aol.com (email address no longer in use)

To the right is Glen Bledsoe's "Read Me" 
Document which was visible in Finder when 
Disk A of the original "MetaSynthia 1" was 
loaded on a Mac. The last chapter "Possible 
Conflicts" shows that in case we think that 
struggling with incompatible software and 
ever-changing media formats is a new thing, 
we have to think again...

MetaSynthia 1 Disk A/Audio & Graphics

The Multimedia Disk A had an installer that 
placed the Notes app ("M") in Finder. 
Clicking on this would start the free-
standing SuperCard app.

mailto:sublimeart@aol.com
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On the following pages are 
the screens of the 
"MetaSynthia 1" Notes-app 
where the user could read 
the artist's BIOS, listen to 
their music and watch their 
animations and graphics. 

MetaSynthia 1 Disk A/Audio & 
Graphics

1

2 3
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MetaSynth Music

ScaleComposer - A utility for algorithmically defining MetaSynth 
custom scales.

Version 1.0 written by Kenneth Newby © 2000. Please report any bugs 
or enthusiasm to knewby@sfu.ca (no longer relevant)

ScaleComposer provides an edit window in which you can type scale 
entries in the form of a vertical list. The program supports the three 
types of scale degree agreeable to MetaSynth, ie. integers, floating 
point values, and ratios. ScaleComposer intelligently constrains the 
user's entries to well formatted tuning specifications.  For instance, it 
won't let you type more than one decimal point on either the left or 
right sides of a ratio. A complex ratio with more than one divider line is 
similarly disallowed. ScaleComposer provides a set of eight simple 
processes that can considerably speed the development of complex 
scale structures. These include harmonic series generation, repetition
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Included on the Multimedia Disk A was also an installer for the music 
software "ScaleComposer 1.0" by Kenneth Newby. A simple text file 
was the Documentation:

of list members, repetition of the whole list, fitting the scale to a 
vertical dimension, and an equal temperament generator, as well as 
providing transposition and "stretching" algorithms. 

Interaction with ScaleComposer is easy: Enter an initial scale list, or 
open an already existing scale to use as a template.  Use a mouse 
click to select a number box, type a value in it, and click on the 
associated highlighted command to process the list. 
 

Command Summary:


Fit To Vertical:  expands the list to fit the user defined value.


Harmonic Series:  build a harmonic series to the vertical resolution.


Comment:  erase any existing comment and write a new one in the 
scale header.


Repeat Each:  repeat each list item n times.


Repeat All with Multiplier:  repeat the whole list n times with a 
multiplication factor applied on each repetition. The default multiplier 
is 2, which generates octave transpositions of the starting list.  
Fractional multipliers are supported which allows for "stretching" or 
"squeezing" the defined scales. This can result in scales with very 
interesting sounding non-equivalent octaves.


Extract Every: retains every nth member of the list.  ie. Given a starting 
list of 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9;  and n=3;  the result is 1 4 7


Remove Every: removes every nth member of the list. ie. Given a 
starting list of 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9;  and n=3;  the result is 2 3 5 6 8 9


Generate:  erase the current list and replace with one octave of n tone-
equal-temperament. Try Repeat All with a fractional multiplier such as 
2.01 or 1.99 to create interesting "stretched" or "compressed"  equal 
temperaments. 
 

ScaleComposer Version 1.0 is available for free non-commercial use.  
If you find it useful let me know. If you have ideas on how it might be 
better let me know that too. I might even do something about it!  One 
idea for future development is the ability to audition scales and 
intervals. Another thought is to include a tuning calculator page that 
converts ratios->cents and cents->ratios.

MetaSynthia 1 Disk A/Audio & Graphics

mailto:knewby@sfu.ca
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Digital Album "MetaSynthia 2" (re-released August 2021) 
Album originally titled "MetaSynthia 1 Disk B / Audio" (Aug 1, 2000) 

01. Whales Song (Eric Wenger) 7:44

02. Ratas (Tommi Lindell) 3:52

03. Seikkailu (Tommi Lindell) 3:23

04. Hap Piece Mix (David Coffin) 5:15

05. Three Phases (Len Sasso) 9:06

06. RhythMenagerie (Len Sasso) 8:25

07. Japan - Electronic Suite (Helge Krabye) 12:35

08. Turning (James Brody) 4:18

09. A Glance into the Garden (James Brody) 3:06

10. Terrains 1138 (Todd Barton) 3:49

11. Desperate Flight (Todd Barton) 2:22

12. I mi ne te (Eric Wenger) 5:30
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MetaSynthia 2

The original MetaSynthia 1 Disk A 
and Disk B had no cover, but the 
two CD-R's with colored CD 
labels and text were placed in a 
thick transparent plastic envelope 
with a black or white soft sheet to 
separate the two discs.

Album cover created with ArtMatic by Danko Djuric © 2021

This and the other albums in the MetaSynthia Compilation 
Series can be listened to and downloaded at Asylum Arts' 
Bandcamp page: 
https://metasynthia.bandcamp.com/album/metasynthia-2-2 

The artist's BIOs can be read by looking at the Screens on 
Page 5 and so on.
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MetaSynthia 1 & 2 can be listened to and downloaded as 
24-bit audio files at Asylum Art's Bandcamp Page: 

https://metasynthia.bandcamp.com/album/metasynthia-1-2 

https://metasynthia.bandcamp.com/album/metasynthia-2-2 

To watch the video's and graphics in the "Notes" App, see 
U&I Software's YouTube Channel: 

https://youtube.com/c/uisoftware 
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Credits 

A special thanks to Glen Bledsoe, Paul Fletcher, and Kalib 
DuArte for their support in recovering the archive files, and to all 
of the artists and composers who have contributed to these 
albums!


- Helge Krabye (Editor)

https://metasynthia.bandcamp.com/album/metasynthia-1-2
https://metasynthia.bandcamp.com/album/metasynthia-2-2
https://youtube.com/c/uisoftware

